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Abstract
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) provides organizations necessary tools to sift through vast data stores to extract
knowledge. This process supports and improves decision making in organizations. In this paper, we introduce and deﬁne the
concept of knowledge refreshing, a critical step to ensure the quality and timeliness of knowledge discovered in a KDD process.
This has been unfortunately overlooked by prior researchers. Speciﬁcally, we study knowledge refreshing from the perspective
of when to refresh knowledge so that the total system cost over a time horizon is minimized. We propose a model for knowledge
refreshing, and a dynamic programming methodology for developing optimal strategies. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed methodology using data from a real world application. The proposed methodology provides decision makers guidance
in running KDD effectively and efﬁciently.
䉷 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Decision support systems; Dynamic programming; Decision making/process; Artiﬁcial intelligence

1. Introduction
With the wide application of information technology in organizations, especially the rapid growth of
E-Business, organizations have been accumulating vast
amount of data on customers, sourcing partners, competitors, and business processes. Knowledge discovery
in databases (KDD) [1] provides organizations necessary tools to sift through vast data stores to extract
knowledge, which supports and improves organizational decision making. KDD is deﬁned as a nontrivial
process of discovering useful knowledge from data
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[1]. The KDD process consists of such steps as data
pre-processing (i.e., data selection, cleaning and transformation), data mining (i.e., extracting patterns such
as decision trees from preprocessed data sources) and
pattern post-processing (i.e., evaluating and interpreting
patterns to generate knowledge, such as classiﬁcation
rules extracted from a decision tree, that can support
decision making) [1]. This is shown schematically in
Fig. 1.
Earlier research applied KDD in functional areas
such as ﬁnance [2–4], marketing [5,6] and operations
management [7]. For example, Baesens et al. [2] applied
neural network to solve credit-risk evaluation problems;
Cooper and Giuffrida [5] used classiﬁcation techniques
to enhance a traditional market-response model; while
Chen and Wu [7] developed an order batching approach
based on association rule mining. Most of the prior
KDD research assumed that data are static, and focused
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Fig. 1. The KDD process.

on either the efﬁciency of the KDD process (e.g.,
designing more efﬁcient data mining algorithms) or
identifying new applications of KDD. However, data
are dynamic in reality (i.e., new data are continuously
accumulated). Knowledge discovered using KDD becomes obsolete over time as the discovered knowledge
only relates the nature of data at the time KDD process was run. Newly added data could bring in new
knowledge and invalidate some earlier discovered
knowledge. To support effective and efﬁcient decision making, knowledge discovered using KDD needs
to be updated along with its dynamic data source
[5]. For example, Bourgeois and Eisenhardt [8] and
Eisenhardt [9] pointed out that the use of obsolete
information/knowledge in decision making is a major
cause of poor and delayed strategic decisions. In this
research, we focus on knowledge refreshing, which
we deﬁne as the process of keeping knowledge discovered using KDD up-to-date with its dynamic data
source.
2. Literature review
Prior research related to this work focused on maintaining patterns learned from data mining over a dynamic data source. Speciﬁcally, prior research related
to this study can be grouped into two categories: incremental data mining and data stream mining.
Incremental data mining maintains patterns over a
dynamic data source by revising patterns learned from
a previous run of data mining, instead of learning
from scratch. Several incremental data mining algorithms were proposed for major data mining models:
classiﬁcation, association rule mining and clustering.
For classiﬁcation, ID4 [10] and ID5 [11,12] were developed to revise a decision tree induced from old

data as new data were added in. For association rule
mining, the FUP algorithm [13] was ﬁrst proposed to
maintain large itemsets over a dynamic data source.
A more efﬁcient algorithm to maintain large itemsets
over a dynamic data source was introduced by Thomas
et al. [14]. Can [15] proposed an incremental clustering
algorithm to maintain document clusters for an evolving document database.
Current data-intensive applications are based on very
large data sources with rapid and continuous loading
of large volumes of new data, termed as data streams.
Examples of data streams include web logs, transaction
databases in retail chains, network trafﬁc data and ﬁnancial tickers. Because of the processing speed and memory constraints, incremental data mining algorithms are
not capable of maintaining patterns over data streams
[16]. Recently, a number of data stream mining algorithms [17] were proposed to solve this emerging problem. Data stream mining algorithms usually employed
data reduction techniques, such as sampling, to maintain
approximate patterns over data streams. The Hoeffding tree algorithm, which applied the Hoeffding bound
[18] to determine the number of samples required to
learn a test attribute, was introduced in [16,19] to maintain approximate decision trees over data streams. The
lossy counting algorithm [20] was proposed to maintain association rules over data streams. BIRTCH [21]
is one of the early clustering algorithms suitable for data
stream mining. The algorithm maintained a summary
of a data source in memory, and then clustered the inmemory summary. Motivated by BIRTCH, a series of
algorithms [22,23] were introduced for clustering data
streams.
Both the incremental data mining research and the
data stream mining research only addressed one step in
the KDD process—the data mining step, and focused on
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maintaining patterns over a dynamic data source. However, it is knowledge, not patterns that can support organizational decision making effectively. For example,
association rules (i.e., an example of patterns) learned
using association rule mining are usually too many to be
handled by decision makers [24]. Moreover, a substantial number of association rules are just common sense,
or already known to decision makers. Hence these rules
do not contribute to decision making [24]. To support
effective decision making, the KDD process needs to be
completed. For the above-mentioned example, the pattern post-processing step in the KDD process needs to
be executed to extract knowledge (e.g., unexpected association rules) from all learned association rules, using
various criteria and techniques [25,26].
The KDD process cannot be fully automated, except
for the data mining step. It requires people (e.g., domain
experts) in cleaning data before mining it and extracting
knowledge from patterns discovered using data mining.
Hence, the KDD is a costly process [20], as personnel
costs dominate equipment and computational costs [27].
As a result, it may be impractical to run KDD whenever there is an update in a data source. Further, it may
be unnecessary to run KDD whenever there is an update in a data source. Such a practice may often result
in no new knowledge because successive snapshots of
real world data sources are very likely to overlap considerably [28]. On the other hand, running KDD too
seldom could result in losing critical knowledge. This
will have adverse effect on decision making. Therefore,
it is critical to determine when to run KDD so as to
optimize the trade-off between the cost of knowledge
loss and the cost of running KDD. Our research studies
the knowledge refreshing problem from this perspective. Our paper is different from previous research on
incremental data mining and data stream mining in the
following ways:

Other related works have studied optimal data acquisition (e.g., the data selection step shown in Fig.1) strategies for the KDD process. In these research works, two
types of costs—the cost of data acquisition and the cost
of misclassiﬁcation errors, were considered when developing optimal data acquisition strategies. Some researchers [29–31] developed models and heuristics for
data acquisition so as to minimize the cost of data acquisition, while others [32] proposed heuristics for data
acquisition so that the cost of misclassiﬁcation errors is
minimized. Heuristics for optimizing the trade off between the cost of data acquisition and the cost of misclassiﬁcation errors were also developed [33,34]. Our
paper is different from previous research on optimal
data acquisition strategies in the following ways:

(1) we consider the complete KDD process while past
research focused on one step in the KDD process,
i.e., the data mining step;
(2) this research studies when to refresh knowledge
while past research investigated how to refresh patterns;
(3) earlier research investigated the knowledge refreshing problem from the standpoint of computer science, and focused on computational aspects of data
mining algorithms. However, this research studies
the knowledge refreshing problem from a managerial and business perspective—balancing the tradeoff between the cost of poor decision making due
to knowledge loss, and the cost of running KDD.

As shown in Fig. 2, a data source evolves over time
as new data are continuously populated into it. By running KDD, knowledge is extracted from the data source
and stored in a knowledge base. To keep the knowledge
base up-to-date with the data source, a KDD run has
to be executed, which incurs the cost of running KDD.
There are queries submitted to the knowledge base to
retrieve knowledge for various decision support purposes. For example, decision support systems retrieve
knowledge from their knowledge bases to support organizational decision making, while recommender systems [35] installed in a large number of E-commerce
websites such as Amazon.com retrieve knowledge to
decide on product recommendations to consumers [36].

(1) we consider the complete KDD process while past
research focused on one step in the KDD process,
i.e., the data acquisition step;
(2) this research proposes a model that can be applied to different data mining models while past
research usually focused on one data mining
model—classiﬁcation;
(3) this research studies when to refresh knowledge
while past research investigated optimal data acquisition strategies.
Rest of our paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we propose a model for knowledge refreshing,
and a dynamic programming methodology. Section 4
contains numerical illustration of the proposed optimal
knowledge refreshing policy. We also discuss periodic
knowledge refreshing policies, an alternative to the proposed policy. Finally, we provide conclusions and outline future research directions in the last section.
3. A model for knowledge refreshing
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Fig. 2. Knowledge refreshing.
Table 1
Notation summary
Notation

Description

h(di , dj )
hm
e
hm
s
rm
qm
Zm
Sn
C(i, j )
F (k)

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

characteristics change between two data sets di and dj , see formula (1)
characteristics change at the end of time period m, see formula (2)
characteristics change at the start of time period m
knowledge-driven revenue generated during time period m
number of queries submitted to a knowledge base during time period m
cost of knowledge loss over time period m, see formula (3)
cost of running KDD at the start of time period n, see formula (4)
system cost from the start of time period i to the end of time period j, see formula (5)
optimal system cost from the start of the time horizon to the end of time period k, see formula (6)

Obviously, out-of-date knowledge also incurs cost,
namely the cost of knowledge loss. For example, organizational decisions made based on out-of-date knowledge are ineffective or even wrong [8]; products recommended using out-of-date knowledge are not likely to
be purchased since they are not attractive to consumers.
The knowledge refreshing problem addressed in this
research determines when, and how often to execute
KDD so that the total cost, including costs of run-

ning KDD and costs of knowledge loss, over the time
horizon is minimized. For the convenience of readers,
notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 1.
3.1. The cost of knowledge loss
One of the key challenges in formulating our model
for knowledge refreshing is to quantify the cost of
knowledge loss. Knowledge loss is the phenomenon
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that partial or even all of the knowledge discovered in
a previous run of KDD cannot be applied to current
situations. The underlying reason for knowledge loss is
the change in characteristics between the data used in
the previous run of KDD and the data gathered in the
current time period. Therefore, to quantify the cost of
knowledge loss, we need to understand the deviation
in characteristics between the data used in the previous
run of KDD and the data in the current time period.
Characterization of a data set is dependent on the data
mining model used on the data set [28]. For example,
a data set can be characterized using large itemsets
mined from it if an association rule mining model was
applied to the data set; a data set can be characterized
using a decision tree mined from it if a decision tree
induction model was applied to the data set; and a data
set can be characterized using clusters discovered from
it if a clustering model was applied to the data set.
Given two data sets di and dj with characteristics ci
and cj , respectively, characteristics change between di
and dj , h(di , dj ) can be quantiﬁed as
h(di , dj ) = 1 −

|ci ∩ cj |
.
|ci ∪ cj |

(1)

Two types of characteristics deviations are captured in
h(di , dj ): characteristics appearing in di but absent in
dj , and characteristics absent in di but present in dj .
h(di , dj ) has the following properties:
(1) 0 h(di , dj )1; and the higher h(di , dj ) the bigger the difference between the characteristics in di
and those in dj ;
(2) h(di , dj ) = 0 if and only if ci = cj , which indicates
that there is no characteristics change between di
and dj and all of the knowledge discovered in di
can be perfectly applied to dj ;
(3) h(di , dj ) = 1 if and only if ci ∩ cj = , which indicates that the characteristics in di are totally different from those in dj and none of the knowledge
discovered in di can be applied to dj ;
(4) 0 < h(di , dj ) < 1 if and only if ci  = cj and ci ∩cj  =
, which indicates that there is some difference
between the characteristics in di and those in dj ;
hence only some of the knowledge discovered in di
can be applied to dj .
Note that we apply set operations (i.e., intersection
and union) on ci and cj in (1). ci and cj , discovered
using any of the three major data mining models [37],
are actually sets or can be converted into sets [28].
Interested readers are directed to Ganti et al. [28] for
further details. Following example illustrates how to

estimate h(di , dj ) for real world applications. Consider
recommender systems used in many online retailers.
Recommender systems are programs which predict
items (e.g., books, music etc.) that a user might be
interested in. According to [38], recommender systems in Amazon.com are powered by co-purchasing
knowledge retrieved from a knowledge base constructed using previous purchasing transactions. Let
d1 be the data set of purchasing transactions from
which the knowledge base is constructed, and d2 be the
data set of current purchasing transactions. Since the
knowledge base consists of co-purchasing knowledge,
large 2-itemsets can be used to characterize d1 and
d2 . Suppose that large 2-itemsets discovered from d1
are {a, b} and {b, c}, and large 2-itemsets discovered
from d2 are {b, c} and {b, d}, where a, b, c, d represent
products sold by Amazon.com. Hence, we have characteristics in d1 , c1 = {{a, b}, {b, c}}, and characteristics
in d2 , c2 = {{b, c}, {b, d}}. According to (1),
h(d1 , d2 ) = 1 −

|c1 ∩ c2 |
= 2/3.
|c1 ∪ c2 |

In this example, one co-purchasing pattern (i.e.,{a, b})
is absent in d2 while another co-purchasing pattern (i.e.,
{b, d}) is present in d2 .
h(di , dj ) can be used to quantify the cost of knowledge loss Zm over a time period m. At the end of time
period m, a sample data set dm can be obtained. Let dk
be the data set used in the last KDD run before time
period m. We denote hm
e as characteristics change at the
end of time period m and,
hm
e = h(dk , dm ).

(2)

hm
e measures characteristics change between the data
set used in the last KDD run and the data set around
the end of time period m. Note that the value of hm
e
depends on when the last KDD run before time period
m. We denote hm
s as characteristics change at the start of
time period m, which measures characteristics change
between the data set used in the last KDD run and the
data set around the start of time period m. hm
s has the
following properties:
(1) for two adjacent time periods, time period m − 1
m−1 ;
and time period m, we have, hm
s = he
m
(2) hs = 0, if the last KDD is run at the start of time
period m or if there is no characteristics change at
the end of time period m − 1, i.e., hm−1
= 0.
e
Let rm be the knowledge-driven revenue generated
during time period m. Knowledge-driven revenue
is the revenue generated through the support of a
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knowledge base running in an enterprise. One example
of knowledge-driven revenue is the amount of sales
generated through a recommender system used by an
online retailer. We assume that (1) queries are uniformly distributed throughout time period m, and that
(2) characteristics changes are uniformly distributed
m
over [hm
s , he ] throughout time period m. We have the
following Lemma.

from Target.com. The value of  is application speciﬁc.
Usually, the value of  for companies selling commodities is higher than the value of  for companies selling
innovative products. Products sold by the former companies are already familiar to customers and their purchases depend less on the quality of knowledge-based
recommendations; while products sold by the later companies are new to customers and their purchases depend more on the effectiveness of knowledge-based
recommendations. Hence, the value of  for ﬁrms selling

Lemma 1. The cost of knowledge loss Zm over time
period m is,
⎧ ln(1 − hm + ) − ln(1 − hm + )
e
s
m
⎪
− rm if hm
⎨ rm
s  = he ,
m − hm
h
e
s
Zm =
,
rm
⎪
m = hm ,
⎩
−
r
if
h
m
s
e
1 − hm
e +
where factor  is a very small nonnegative number less
than 1.
Proof. Let qm be the number of queries submitted to
a knowledge base during time period m (see Fig. 2).
Consider a small interval (t, t + t) over time period
m, where 0 t 1. By assumption (1), the number of
queries arriving during the interval (t, t + t) is qm t.
Assuming that each query contributes the same to the
knowledge-driven revenue generated during time period
m, the knowledge-driven revenue generated during the
interval (t, t + t) is, qm t qrmm = rm t.
m
(1) hm
s  = he : By assumption (2), characteristics
m
m
change at time t is hm
s + (he − hs )t, which measures
characteristics change between the data set used in the
last KDD run and a sample data set obtained at time t.
Note that the knowledge-driven revenue rm t is generated under the condition that there is characteristics
m
m
change of hm
s + (he − hs )t. If there were no such characteristics change, the expected knowledge-driven revenue generated during the interval (t, t + t) would be
m
m
rm t/(1 − hm
s − (he − hs )t + ), where factor  is
a very small nonnegative number less than 1. In other
words, if the knowledge discovered in the last KDD run
could be perfectly applied to current situations over the
interval (t, t + t) (i.e., there were no knowledge loss
over the interval), the expected knowledge-driven revenue generated during the interval would be rm t/(1 −
m
m
hm
s − (he − hs )t + ). Factor  is introduced to emulate
the situation that a very small portion of the knowledgedriven revenue could be generated even when knowledge retrieved from a knowledge base are obsolete.
For example, if a person plans to purchase pillow and
comforter during her visit to Target.com, after putting
pillow in her shopping cart, the person will purchase
comforter irrespective of the type of recommendations
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(3)

commodities is higher than the value of  for ﬁrms
selling innovative products. Although determining the
value of  is beyond the scope of the paper, we show in
Section 3 the effectiveness of our methodology under
a series of different values of . The cost of knowledge
loss over the interval (t, t + t) is,
rm t
− rm t
m − hm )t + 
1 − hm
−
(h
s
e
s
=

rm t
m
[hm + (hm
e − hs )t − ].
m −hm )t +  s
1−hm
−(h
s
e
s

As t → 0, the cost of knowledge loss over time period
m is,


1
0

m
m
rm [hm
s + (he − hs )t − ]
dt
m
m
1 − hm
s − (he − hs )t + 

= rm

m
ln(1 − hm
e + ) − ln(1 − hs + )
− rm .
m
hm
s − he

m
(2) hm
s = he : Under this situation, by assumption
(2), characteristics changes throughout time period m
are constant with the value of hm
e . Similar to (1), the
knowledge-driven revenue rm t is generated under the
condition that there is characteristics change of hm
e .
If there were no such characteristics change, the expected knowledge-driven revenue generated during the
interval (t, t + t) would be rm t/(1 − hm
e + ). The
cost of knowledge loss over the interval (t, t + t) is
given by

rm t
rm t
− rm t =
(hm
e − ).
m
1 − he + 
1 − hm
+

e
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As t → 0, the cost of knowledge loss over time period
m is,


1
0

rm
rm (hm
e − )
dt =
− rm .
m+
+

1 − hm
1
−
h
e
e

The cost of knowledge loss Zm deﬁned in formula (3)
can be explained as the difference between the potential knowledge-driven revenue generated under the condition that there is no knowledge loss and the actual
knowledge-driven revenue rm . According to (3), if hm
s =
hm
,
the
potential
knowledge-driven
revenue
generated
e
under the condition that there is no knowledge loss is
m
m
m
rm (ln(1 − hm
e + ) − ln(1 − hs + ))/(hs − he ); and if
m
m
hs = he , the potential knowledge-driven revenue generated under the condition that there is no knowledge
loss is rm /(1 − hm
e + ).

using the number of persons involved in a KDD project
times their pay rates.

0 if n = 1,
(4)
Sn =
S if 1 < n N.
An exhaustive enumeration of all possible decision
combinations over the time horizon to search for the
optimal one requires a time complexity of O(2N ). The
exponential growth in the computational burden of
the solution discourages its application. However, we
propose an efﬁcient dynamic programming approach,
which requires only a time complexity of O(N 2 ) to
ﬁnd the optimal solution. Let C(i, j ) be the system
cost from the start of time period i to the end of time
period j, where 1 i, j N and i j , given that between the start of time period i and the end of time
period j KDD is only run at the start of time period i.
We have,

3.2. The model and solution procedure
We propose a ﬁnite-time model for the knowledge
refreshing problem. As shown in Fig. 3, the time horizon
of the model is labeled as t = 0, 1, . . . , n, . . . , N, with
0 being the starting time of the time horizon and n,
where 1 nN, denoting time period n (e.g., day n).
We denote qn as the number of queries submitted to
a knowledge base during time period n, and rn as the
knowledge-driven revenue generated during time period
n. At the beginning of each time period, an action needs
to be decided on a binary action set A = {0, 1}, where 0
denotes not running KDD, and 1 denotes running KDD.
Assuming that the knowledge base and the database are
synchronized at the start of the time horizon, there is
no need to run KDD at the start of the time horizon
(or at the start of time period 1) and the ﬁrst decision
is made at the start of time period 2. The objective is
to minimize the system cost over the time horizon. The
system cost consists of two parts: costs of knowledge
loss and costs of running KDD.
Let Sn be the cost of running KDD at the start of time
period n, where 1n N . As discussed above, there is
no need to run KDD at the start of time period 1 and we
set S1 to be 0. Although the computational cost of data
mining is proportional to the size of the mined data, the
cost of data pre-processing and pattern post-processing,
which usually involves people, typically does not vary
much with data volume. The latter dominates the cost
of running KDD. Hence we model the cost of running
KDD as a constant S. However, note that the model
can easily be generalized to vary Sn for different time
periods. For real world applications, S can be estimated

C(i, j ) = Si +

j


Zm .

(5)

m=i

In (5), Si can be calculated using (4) and Zm can be
calculated using (3).
Let F (k) be the optimal system cost from the start
of the time horizon to the end of time period k, where
k = 1, 2, . . . , N. Suppose that the last KDD run before
the end of time period k occurred at the start of time
period l, where 1 l k. By the principle of dynamic
optimality [39],
F (k) = min {F (l − 1) + C(l, k)}.
l=1,...,k

(6)

In (6), initial value F (0) is 0. Applying (6), F (N ) can
be solved forward from the start of the time horizon to
time period N. At the same time, the optimal decision
sequence for running KDD over the time horizon is
obtained. We will illustrate our methodology with an
example in the next section.
4. Practical illustration
The purpose of this numerical illustration is to
demonstrate the usefulness and the effectiveness of the
proposed methodology using data from a real world
application. We employ a database collected by the
Internet marketing company ComScore Media Matrix
(www.comscore.com), which records consumer online
searching and purchasing behavior. The company uses
a client-side program installed on the recruited households’ home computers to collect detailed website
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Fig. 3. A ﬁnite-time model for knowledge refreshing.

visiting data, transaction data (i.e., records of online
purchasing) and demographic data of these households. We focus in particular on transaction data with
an online retailer in this illustration. We chose the
online retailer because a large number of transactions
are generated every day at its website. Also, online
retailers employ intensive KDD applications [36]. The
data set used in this research captured 14,547 transactions with the online retailer, conducted by 6355
households across the United States during a 6-month
time period from July 2002 to December 2002. Each
transaction consists of the following ﬁelds: ID of
Household, Date of Transaction, Product Name, Product Price and Basket Total (i.e., total dollar amount of a
transaction).
The application considered in this research is a
recommender system used in the online retailer. The
recommender system is powered by co-purchasing
knowledge retrieved from a knowledge base constructed
using previous purchasing transactions. Assume that the
knowledge refreshing decision is made on a bi-weekly
basis for this recommender system, and the cost of running KDD is $200. Note that the purpose of this section
is to demonstrate the usefulness and the effectiveness
of the proposed methodology, not necessarily to emulate the reality exactly. For example, the knowledge
refreshing decision for the recommender system may
be made on a daily basis, and the cost of running KDD,
which can be estimated using the number of persons
involved in a KDD project times their pay rates, could
be different from $200 used in this illustration. We
divide the 6-month transaction data into twelve equal
time periods, labeled from time period 1 to time period
12, where each time period consists of approximately
two weeks of transactions. Suppose that 5% of sales of
the online retailer are contributed by the recommender
system, the knowledge-driven revenue generated during a time period is 5% of the sum of basket total for all
transactions in the time period. Table 2 lists knowledge-

Table 2
Knowledge-driven revenue in each time period (5% of sales)
Time period

Knowledge-Driven revenue ($)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2064.30
2189.95
2702.23
3357.95
2572.79
2544.82
2671.49
3260.48
3994.83
5603.92
8213.80
3683.61

driven revenue generated during each of the 12 time
periods.
For each of the 12 time periods, a sample data set
can be obtained at the end of the time period and its
hm
e , characteristics change at the end of the time period,
can be calculated using (2) and (1). Table 3 lists hm
e for
each of the 12 time periods. Next, the cost of knowledge loss over each time period can be calculated using
(3). For example, let us calculate the cost of knowledge
loss over time period 4 given that the last KDD run occurred at the start of time period 3 and factor  is 0.0005.
According to Table 2, the knowledge-driven revenue
generated over time period 4 is $3357.95. According to
Table 3, characteristics change at the end of time period
4 given that the last KDD run occurred at the start of
time period 3, h4e , is 0.1 and characteristics change at
the start of time period 4, h4s , which equals to characteristics change at the end of time period 3 given that
the last KDD run occurred at the start of time period 3,
is 0.04. Applying (3), the cost of knowledge loss over
time period 4, given that the last KDD run occurred at
the start of time period 3, is $252.06.
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Table 3
Characteristics change at the end of each time period
Last KDD run at the start of time period k hm
e : characteristics change at the end of time period m
m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 m = 6 m = 7 m = 8 m = 9 m = 10 m = 11 m = 12
Knowledge base and database are synchronized at the start of the time horizon
k=2
k=3
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=8
k=9
k = 10
k = 11
k = 12

0.10

0.10

0.07

0.11

0.13

0.13

0.10

0.12

0.13

0.15

0.16

0.14

0.09

0.10
0.04

0.10
0.10
0.11

0.09
0.13
0.13
0.06

0.09
0.13
0.10
0.06
0.05

0.09
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.12
0.12

0.11
0.13
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.08

0.13
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.04

0.13
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.10
0.07

0.14
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.10
0.09
0.07

0.13
0.15
0.14
0.16
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.07

Now we can calculate system cost C(i, j ) using (5),
where 1i, j 12. Table Table 4 list C(i, j ).
Applying (6), we have,
F (0) = 0,
F (1) = min{F (l−1)+C(l, 1)}=336.89 and l=1,
l=1

F (2) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 2)}=639.36 and l=1,
l=1,2

F (3) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 3)}=907.01 and l=3,
l=1,...,3

F (4) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 4)}=1222.09 and l=3,
l=1,...,4

F (5) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 5)}=1515.92 and l=5,
l=1,...,5

F (6) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 6)}=1706.91 and l=5,
l=1,...,6

F (7) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 7)}=2058.57 and l=5,
l=1,...,7

F (8) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 8)}=2436.25 and l=8,
l=1,...,8

F (9) = min {F (l−1)+C(l, 9)}=2736.27 and l=9,
l=1,...,9

F (10) =

min {F (l − 1) + C(l, 10)} = 3176.91

l=1,...,10

and l = 10,
F (11) =

min {F (l − 1) + C(l, 11)} = 3771.56

l=1,...,11

and l = 11,
F (12) =

min {F (l − 1) + C(l, 12)} = 4143.26

l=1,...,12

and l = 12.

Therefore, the optimal system cost is $4143.26 and the
optimal policy is to run KDD at the start of time periods
3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimal
knowledge refreshing policy derived using the proposed methodology, we compare the performance of
the optimal policy and the performance of periodic
knowledge refreshing policies, which have been popularly applied in practice. In a periodic knowledge
refreshing policy, KDD is run at ﬁxed intervals. For example, the periodic-2 knowledge refreshing policy runs
KDD every 2 time periods. Fig. 4 shows performance
comparison between the optimal knowledge refreshing
policy and all possible periodic knowledge refreshing
policies for the online retailer example, when factor
, the cost of running KDD and percentage sales attributed to the use of the knowledge base are set at
0.0005, $200 and 5%, respectively. The optimal knowledge refreshing policy reduces system cost by 7.1% if
compared with the best periodic knowledge refreshing
policy and it reduces system cost by 46.5% if compared
with the worst periodic knowledge refreshing policy.
On average, the optimal knowledge refreshing policy
reduces system cost by 28.6%. The optimal knowledge
refreshing policy consistently outperforms periodic
knowledge refreshing policies for different values of
factor . When factor  is 0.001, the optimal knowledge
refreshing policy reduces system cost by an average of
28.8%; when factor  is 0.005 the optimal knowledge
refreshing policy reduces system cost by an average
of 29.6%. Detailed results for various values of  are
omitted for the sake of brevity.
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Table 4
C(i, j )
C(i, j )

i=1
i=2
i=3
i=4
i=5
i=6
i=7
i=8
i=9
i = 10
i = 11
i = 12

j =1

j =2

j =3

j =4

j =5

j =6

j =7

j =8

j =9

j = 10

j = 11

j = 12

336.89

639.36
322.99

944.81
666.79
267.65

1360.85
1130.59
582.76
457.47

1813.33
1464.06
988.59
909.96
293.83

2300.63
1772.46
1440.94
1328.49
484.82
280.61

2740.00
2096.20
1832.73
1697.47
836.48
590.61
416.09

3232.72
2538.12
2332.56
2190.19
1474.75
1166.44
937.19
377.68

3942.99
3192.59
3142.19
2900.47
2256.78
1888.24
1533.52
899.12
300.02

5094.68
4211.66
4406.06
4052.15
3408.46
2967.10
2469.61
1835.21
806.21
440.65

6959.03
5818.77
6403.11
5916.50
5272.81
4735.61
4076.73
3442.33
1910.65
1295.62
594.65

7767.06
6549.77
7275.71
6724.53
6126.79
5542.96
4807.73
4125.52
2305.95
1715.16
1042.39
371.70

cost reduction due to the optimal policy

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

periodicity for periodic knowledge refreshing policy (n)
Fig. 4. Percentage cost reduction due to the optimal knowledge refreshing policy over periodic knowledge refreshing policies ( = 0.0005,
the cost of running KDD = $200, and percentage sales attributed to the use of the knowledge base = 5%).

Setting factor  and percentage sales attributed to the
use of the knowledge base at 0.0005 and 5%, respectively, and increasing the cost of running KDD from $0
to $550, we compared the optimal knowledge refreshing policy and the best performing periodic knowledge
refreshing policy. Fig. 5 shows the results. It is obvious
that our optimal method provides the greatest beneﬁts
when the cost of running KDD, S, is neither too high
nor too low, as is likely to be the case in practice. At extreme values of S, both the optimal policy and the best
performing periodic policy would suggest very frequent
or very infrequent running of KDD.

Fig. 6 graphically shows the performance of the
optimal policy vis-à-vis the best performing periodic
policy as percentage sales attributed to the use of
knowledge base is varied. Here again, we notice that
the beneﬁts of using the optimal policy are low at extreme values. When percentage sales attributed to the
use of knowledge base is very low or non-existent,
neither policy would recommend refreshing knowledge
base. Similarly, when percentage sales attributed to the
use of knowledge base is high, both policies tend to
refresh knowledge base at every opportunity to do so.
It is in the intermediate range that the beneﬁts of the
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cost of running KDD
Fig. 5. Performance comparison between the optimal knowledge refreshing policy and the best performing periodic knowledge refreshing
policies ( = 0.0005, and percentage sales attributed to the use of the knowledge base = 5%).

cost reduction due to the optimal policy
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6%
5%
4%
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0%
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8%

9%

10%

percentage sales attributed to the use of the knowledge base

Fig. 6. Performance comparison between the optimal knowledge refreshing policy and the best performing periodic knowledge refreshing
policies ( = 0.0005, and the cost of running KDD = $200).

optimal policy well exceed the best performing periodic
policy.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we introduced and deﬁned the concept
of knowledge refreshing, a critical step to ensure the
quality and timeliness of knowledge discovered in a

KDD process. Unfortunately this had been overlooked
by prior researchers. Speciﬁcally, we studied knowledge refreshing from the perspective of when to refresh
knowledge so that the total system cost over a time
horizon was minimized. We proposed a model for
knowledge refreshing, and a dynamic programming
methodology for ﬁnding optimal policies. The proposed dynamic programming methodology has low
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computational burden, and also low state space requirement. It can easily be implemented, in practice, based
on parameters such as knowledge-driven revenue. We
also illustrated the ease of implementation, and the
effectiveness of the proposed methodology using data
from a real world application.
Our research can be extended on several frontiers.
The knowledge refreshing policy dictated by the dynamic programming approach requires forecast of
model parameters such as change in characteristics of
future transaction data, anticipated knowledge-driven
revenue, and the cost of knowledge refreshing. Future research can be directed towards exploring the
effect of forecast deviations on the performance of our
methodology.
Since the number of queries, and the amount of new
data arrivals in a period are only managerial estimates,
another approach to the KDD problem would be to
characterize these inputs as stochastic distributions. For
example, the number of queries and/or data arrivals in
a given period can be characterized by a probabilistic distribution such as Poisson or Normal distribution.
Further, the cost associated with knowledge refreshing
may not necessarily be known accurately in practice. It
would be interesting to explore development of optimal
policies for such situations.
We used characteristics change between data sets as
a surrogate for knowledge change. However, it is conceivable that alternate quantiﬁers could be developed to
measure the knowledge change. Since direct measurement of knowledge change is too costly, this avenue of
research is merit worthy of future exploration in this
area.
We used discrete time framework for developing optimal policies for knowledge refreshing in databases
(similar to discrete time, dynamic lot sizing methods
extensively used inventory theory). Our modeling was
driven by the practical consideration that knowledge refreshing requires skilled professionals who may prefer
predeﬁned epochs for opportunities to run KDD processes. However, yet another approach for addressing
the problem is to use the continuous time framework.
For example, one can develop heuristic policies such as
refreshing knowledge after certain number of queries,
and/or certain number of new data updates occurs. For
evaluating such policies, we need to develop optimal
policies for continuous time framework. This additional
avenue of research is merit worthy of future studies.
Finally, yet another area merit worthy of exploration
is to ﬁnd performance guaranties (average performance
and/or worst case performance) for the best performing periodic knowledge refreshing policy. Performance
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guaranties for heuristics is a well explored area in Operations Research. Providing such guaranties can assure
managers about the quality of policies used by them.
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